2015 TIMPANI TOY STUDY NOMINATION FORM

Nomination Guidelines:
- Toy should be appropriate for children ages 3 to 5
- Toy can be used in a preschool classroom with little adult involvement
- Toy has a specific name and manufacturer (“Play and Discover Multicultural Dolls,” instead of simply, “dolls”)

Name of Toy: ___________________________________________

Manufacturer: ___________________________________________

Web link to toy: ___________________________________________________________________
(Not required but will help us make sure we’ve got the right toy; you can also attach a print-out from a website.)

Name of nominator and contact information:
(This information is not required, but we will send you the results if you include your contact info.)
Name: ___________________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________
Phone: ___________________________________________
Email Address: _____________________________________

Person nominating the toy is a: (check all that apply)
☐ Parent/Guardian ☐ Early childhood director/administrator
☐ Grandparent ☐ Early childhood faculty
☐ Teacher/Assistant/Aide ☐ Other: ___________________________
(Please note: We do not accept nominations from toy manufacturers)

Please describe briefly why you think this is a great toy: